Samsung and Amazon Prime Video First to Launch HDR10+ Content
Prime Video is the first streaming service to implement HDR10+,
now available on the entire Samsung 2017 UHD TV lineup
SEOUL, Korea – December 13, 2017 – Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. and Amazon Prime Video today
announced the entire Prime Video HDR library is now available in HDR10+, a new open standard that
leverages dynamic metadata to produce enhanced contrast and colors on an expanded range of televisions.
The Prime Video HDR10+ catalogue includes hundreds of hours of content such as Prime Originals The
Grand Tour, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, Jean-Claude Van Johnson, The Tick and The Man in the High
Castle plus hundreds of licensed titles. Prime Video is the first streaming service provider to deliver HDR10+
content to its users. HDR10+ is available on the entire Samsung 2017 UHD TV lineup – including the
premium QLED TV models.
“We are thrilled to announce HDR10+ content for consumers,” said Sang Yoon Kim, Vice President of Smart
TV Business Development at Samsung Electronics America. “The launch marks the first opportunity for
consumers and the industry to experience HDR10+ technology through a streaming service.”
The HDR10+ technology on Prime Video incorporates dynamic metadata that allows high dynamic range
(HDR) TVs to adjust brightness levels on a scene-by-scene or even frame-by-frame basis. By applying
individualized tone mapping to each scene, HDR10+ delivers an incredible viewing experience for next
generation Samsung displays. The picture quality offers an enhanced visual experience with more detailed
expressions, brighter shadow areas and more accurate color renderings that stay true to the creator’s
original intent. Through the utilization of the precise “Bezier” based tone-mapping guides, Amazon is able to
deliver the optimal viewing experience across a variety of TV models.
“We’re dedicated to offering Prime Video members the best possible viewing experience, and we are very
excited for our members around the world to experience our content in HDR10+,” said Greg Hart, Vice
President of Prime Video. “The viewing experience of HDR10+ combined with Prime Video’s award-winning
content is ushering in a new era of entertainment for consumers on these devices.”
With the launch of HDR10+ on Prime Video along with the HDR10+ logo and certification partnership formed
earlier this year by Samsung, 20th Century Fox and Panasonic demonstrates the adoption and growth of
HDR10+ as well as a growing commitment to delivering a premium HDR experience.
###
About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung Electronics inspires the world and shapes the future with transformative ideas and technologies.
The company is redefining the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices, tablets, digital appliances,
network systems, and memory, system LSI, foundry and LED solutions. For the latest news, please visit the
Samsung Newsroom at news.samsung.com.
About Prime Video
Amazon Video is a premium on-demand entertainment service that offers customers the greatest choice in
what to watch, and how to watch it. Prime Video offers thousands of movies and TV shows, including
popular licensed content plus critically-acclaimed and award-winning Prime Originals and Amazon Original
Movies from Amazon Studios like The Tick, the most-watched Prime Video series worldwide The Grand
Tour from Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May, and award-winning series like The Man in
the High Castle, Mozart in the Jungle and more available for unlimited streaming as part of an Amazon
Prime membership. Prime Video is also now available to customers in more than 200 countries and
territories around the globe at www.primevideo.com.

